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Abstract. The metric group action of kY endowed with the q-adic addition to general base 9 is 
investigated. This gives rise to y-adic spectral analysis, which is applied to y-multiplicative 
sequences. Multiplicative sequences in a base 9’ prime to 9 are also studied. 
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Let q = ( qrjr .(, be a given sequence of natural numbers such that q. = 1 and qr 2 2 
for r 2 1. Each natural number can be written in a single way: n = CY .<, e,( n)p, where 
e,(n)~{O,...,q,+,-l},andp,=q,... qr for each r E N. The integer e,(n) is called 
the rth digit of n in base q. 
Referring to Coquet [3], we will say that a sequence u of complex numbers is 
q-multiplicative if u(0) = 1 and u(ap,+ h) = u(ap,)u(b), for any natural numbers a, 
b, r, such that b < pr. 
The spectral analysis of these sequences was the subject of numerous researches, 
in particular [2,7, 121; the classical dynamical point of view is detailed in [9, lo]. 
Our aim is to carry on the harmonic study of these sequences in the case of a general 
base as begun by Coquet in [4] for the 2-adic addition. 
1.2. Group G,, G,Tflow.~ 
Let q be given as before. The q-adic addition denoted O,, (or more simply 0 ) 
is defined on N by 
e,(nO,,m)=e,(n)+e,.(m)modq,.,, foreach rz0. 
(N,@,) is a group denoted by G,, isomorphic to the weak product [] :_, B/q,.k, 
whose dual is isomorphic to the compact product n,?=, (E/q,P) (cf. [6]). 
Let us denote e( .) = exp(2irr( .)). The isomorphism between G,, and this product 
is given by the following expression of the characters of G,, defined for 
w,,(f)= rI e(w(n)lq,+,), 
, -0 
where t is identified to the sequence (t,)+- .,j. The function M’,, is called 
character in base q. 
nrN by 
a Walsh 
X will denote a compact metrizable space, p the a-algebra of the Bore1 subsets 
of X, and P(X) the set of the Bore1 probability measures on X. 
Definition. Let G be a group. A G-flow on X, denoted (G; X), is defined by a 
group morphism T : G + Aut X, from G to the group of the bicontinuous one-to-one 
maps on X. 
We will only be interested in the G,,-flows, and we will choose the following 
definition. 
Definition. A G,-dynamical system or G,-process x = (G,,; X, p) is a G,-flow 
(G,, ; X) with an element p of P(X) such that p( T;‘B) = w(R) for each g E G,, 
and BE/~. 
For instance, if we define the q-adic shift by TZ((x,,),,,_,) = (x,,(+,~),,~ N with P an 
element of P(X), then (GY; X’, p,) is a G,,-dynamical system. 
1.3. Walsh correlations and Walsh spectral measures 
Definition. Let (G,; X, p) be a G,-dynamical system, andfan element of L’(X; p). 
The Walsh correlation of .f, y, : G,, + @, is defined by 
r,(mOn)=(T,,,J‘IT,,.f)= I T,,.f T,,.f dfi k
(the definition is correct as (G, ; X, 1) is a G,,-dynamical system). 
The sequence ((~,(n)),~< N is G,-positively definite and one checks y,(O) = llfll<; 
according to the Bochner-Herglotz theorem, we have the following proposition. 
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Proposition. If f # 0, there is a unique Bore1 measure (or even probability measure if 
l/f II2 = 1) on 6‘y, denoted by A,, and such that 
r,(n)= w,,( t)h,(dt) .for each n EN. 
Proposition. A, is the limit in the sense of weak convergence ofthe sequence of measures 
A,N=pG 
[II - 
C w,(t)f(Gx) ?r(dx) h(dt), 
x “CP, I 3 
where h is the Haar probability measure on 6,. 
Proof. (A ,“), is a bounded sequence of positive measures such that for each k E N, 
k<p,, 
Afi(w,) = 5,<, P-,‘w,(t) [ 5, lnFpV ~f(K,x)12~(dx)] h(dt) 
=pNI I,,, ..L [I, 
w,,(t)w,o,,(t).f(xlf(T,o,lx)~(dx) h(dt) 
I 
= wl,(t)w,(t).f(xlf(T~x)~u(dx) h(dt) 1 
= f(xlf(Tkx)pl(dx) = y,(k). 
Hence as the w,‘s a base of %(6u). 0 
Remark. Let (eN,rr be the cylinder {(x,),, E 6’, ; Vn < N, x, = a,,}, where iV EN and 
a = (a(), a,, . . .) is a given element of 6’,. Using the same considerations as in the 
proof of the foregoing proposition, h( %,,) =pN’, and lCC,,CI is orthogonal to w,, 
whenever p > p,,,, we get 
where w,( %,,) is the constant value of w, on (eN+. Since Af({a}) = A,(nN %YN+), 
we have 
A,({a})= lim pi;’ C w,(a)r,(n). 
N-x no PI 
1.4. Asymptotical behaviour of the Walsh spectral measures 
Theorem 1.1 below studies the asymptotical behaviour of the Walsh spectral 
measures when the base q varies. Let ( bN)N be a strictly increasing sequence of 
integers 32. In this section we consider bases of the form (1, b,, bN, . . . .), identified 
with the integer h,. Let (xN = (G,,, ; X,, pN))NI N be a family of Gh,-processes on 
a sequence of Bore1 probability spaces (X, ; PN, pN). To each sequence (fN)NC N, 
,fy # 0, of functions of L’(XN ; P,~) with correlations -r:,“‘, a sequence of Bore1 A 
measures (A),“‘),kN is associated, where A):’ is defined on G,,,. For each base q, A 
we will denote by py the continuous map from G, to the torus U which associates 
to an element (I,),, N of G’, the class of 1 IL/p,+, mod 1 (with 1,: t (0,. . , qA+, - 1)). 
Let us denote by 1::’ the image of the measure A;:’ under qh,. 
1.1. Theorem. With the previous notations, if ,y = (X; T, p) is a dynamical system 
andf is an element qf L”(X; p)),f‘# 0, such tharfor each natural number k the sequence 
(y:,"'(k)) Ni N conuerges to r,(k), where 1; : L + @ is the correlation qff in the classical 
way, then the sequence (x:,“‘) NI N converges weakly to the spectral measure ‘1, qf ,f 
with respect to ,y. 
Proof. The sequence (i:,“‘) No N is a bounded sequence of positive measures on U. 
So it is sufficient to check that, for each natural number k, 
(“) lim I:,“’ (e(k.)) = .l,(e(k. )). 
N-Y 
But 
X:,“‘(e(k.)) = 
I 
e(k!P,,(t))A:,“‘(dt) _ 
(ii., 
where t = (t, I,, N witht,<b.,VirN,and t,(e(k~))=f;(k)=lim,+. yj,“‘(k),where, 
if k =I k,bI, 
r;:‘(k) = 
I i,,,, 
;!CI e(bN’k,t,)A::‘(df) 
e(b,‘kt,,)A:t’(dr) if k < b,. 
And we have 
S 
I- I( 
e k C bd ‘t, 
(ii, \ I .o 
s sup Ie(kF,jb: ‘t,)-l~~~e(b~‘k)-I~, 
,I,,‘,,< 10. . ..h. -II’. 
which tends to 0 when N tends to +a, and therefore we have proved (*). q 
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2. G,,-flows associated to a sequence 
2.1. Dqjinition 
Let X be a compact metrizable space, u = (u,),,, N an element of Y = X’ and Y,, 
the orbit closure of u under the action of the q-adic shift. Let I(u) be the set of 
the measures of Y, limit points in the sense of weak convergence of the Dirac 
averages (N-’ C,,. N ST,,~,)N~_N, and u an element of I(U); the support of u is in Y>,. 
Proposition. ,yL, = (G, ; Y,,, v) is a G,,-dynamical system. 
Proof. Let J’ be an element of W( Y,,), and J an infinite subset of N such that 
v =*- lim N-’ 1 6,,,. 
,‘v +rX n’ N 
NcJ 
For each element g of G,, 
v(f) - v(T,f) = lim N-’ C .f( T,,u) - lim IV’ 1 .f( T,,++). 
N-x ,1- N N - x ,I. N 
N i .I N t ./ 
Assume that p, s g <pi+, . Then, for N large enough, 
card({n;n<N}n{nOg;n<N})>N-2p,+, 
and therefore 
N-’ C f(T,u)-N-’ C .f(T,,,,u) 
,1‘ N n. N 
s N-’ s;,p 1.f .Q/+, 
Hence, by going to the limit, v(f) = v( TJ). 0 
2.2. The set >4”, 
Consider the set 9q of the sequences u : N + U = {z EC; Izj = l} such that 
lim N-’ C u(nOk)u(n) 
N-ix n- N 
exists for each natural number k. Let P,,: Y,, + U be the projection on the first 
coordinate, and v E I(U). P,, is an element of W( Y,,), and its correlation in the sense 
of xc, is given by 
VkEN, ye,(k) = TJ’,,.Edv= lim N-’ 1 u(n@k)u(n). 
N tiY ,I. N 
Notice that yr,, does not depend on the choice of the elements of I(u). 
Definition. Let u be an element of yq. The Walsh correlation of u is the sequence 
of complex numbers denoted by y” and defined by 
y”(k)= lim N-’ 1 u(k@n)u(n). 
N-X ,1 N 
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Now, for A = (G, ; Y,,, u), u E I(u), we use the results of Subsection 1.3 to conclude 
that there is a unique Bore1 probability measure on G,, denoted A,,, such that for 
each natural number k, 
yp,,(k) = w~(t)Ay,(dt). 
Definition. A,) is called the Walsh spectral measure ofu and is denoted by A”. 
Proposition. (1) Jf v is an element of Z(u), and J an infinite subset qf W associated 
to v, then A” is the limit in the Sense qf weak convergence of the sequence cf mea.sures 
2 
C w,(t)u(nOk) II h(dt), !Y.K ,I’,,\ 
and of the sequence of measures 
-1 
pN 1 w,,(t)u, ‘h(dr). 
fl- P, 
(2) A”(yN,a) =pd 1 w,,(EN,o)$‘(n) 
11‘ P\ 
(3) For each element a qf 6’,, 
A”({a}) = lim p&’ 1 w,(a)y”(n) 
,I- x 11’ P\ 
w’??(a)u(n + mpN) . 
Proof. (1) is easily checked on the Fourier coefficients. 
(2): A”(‘%‘,~,)=p~ 1 PV,,(%~,~,) lim K’p,’ 1 u(kOn)u(k) 
,I- ,‘\ K + r* h, K,‘\ 
= lim Km’ 1 pN2 1 1 wrz(~N.a)~((p+mpN) 
K + II ,,, I( 11. P, P’ lJ* 
@n)u(p+mpN) 
= lim Km’ C pNI C w,(%‘,,,)u(n+mpN) ‘, 
K - ,- m li >I‘ I)\ 
since W,(~N,,,) = W,(~N,,)~,,,,(~N,,) if n <pN and p <pN, 
(3) follows from (2). 0 
2.3. Properties of the Walsh correlations 
For the Walsh correlations we are going to prove properties analogous to the 
ones of usual correlations. 
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2.1. Theorem. For each element (Y of 6,, we have 
limsup NP’ 1 r&w,(a) ~A”({Q})“‘. 
N ni N 
Proof. Using the formula 
(Ns))’ 1 a, G N-’ 1 s-’ 
I I ns’N\ fnc N 
the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, and (2) of the foregoing proposition, for a fixed 
natural number K we obtain 
limsup N-’ 1 r4,W,I(Q) 
N ,I “ N 
G limsup N-’ 2 p;’ 
( 
c u(n + ~PK)Wn+w,p, 
N VI- N n’ Ph 
’ = lim;up N-’ 1 pi’ 1 u(n+mp,)m 
( m-N n-Pk I) 
s lim N-’ 
N-x 
,;, 1 Pi’ c u~n+mPKm~* 
n- Ph 
= lim N-’ 1 PI<’ c w,(~K,<,)4n+W,) 
N-r ,n. N n- Ph 
= A”(~,,,) 
and limK+W A”(%.<X) = A”({aI). IJ 
Corollary. Jf A “({0}) = 0, then u has a mean equal to zero, i.e. 
lim N-’ C u,, =O. 
N - r II- N 
2.2. Theorem. A” is continuous ifand only if lim,,, N-’ CA_ N Ir”(k)l’=O. 
Proof 
N-’ C Iy”(k)l’= N-' 1 I w,(xOy)A”OA”(dx, dy). h.- N h- N if, 
Put 4N(x, y) = N-’ ck_- N wk(x@y). Then I$NI d 1 and @N converges pointwise to 
the characteristic function of the diagonal A of 6:) since lim N_I N -~’ Cks N wk( cu) = 
&,({a}) (cu E 6,). From the dominated convergence theorem, we get 
lim N-’ ,FN Ir”(k)\‘= A”OA”(dx, dy) = z A”({Q})~, 
N-+= I , WEE 
where E denotes the countable set of the elements N of G,, such that h”({cu}) > 0. 
Hence the conclusion. q 
Definition. If the Walsh spectral measure of u E Y;, is continuous, we shall say that 
u is pseudo-random in the sense qf’ Walsh. 
Remark. If u is pseudo-random in the sense of Walsh, u has a mean equal to zero 
on each arithmetical progression with difference pK (K E IV), given that for each A 
a~G,wehavelim,~,, N-‘I,, R, u,,M’,,( a ) = 0, and we can combine these equalities 
using the following remark: 
PK’ c b$‘,, ( a ) M’,, ( Q ) = 1 if a = n[pr], 
tl ((I,) . . “h ,.I), 1 0 in the other case. 
Theorems 2.1 and 2.2 should be compared to the one of classical spectral analysis 
[13]. The following theorem is analogous to the Van der Corput theorem. 
2.3. Theorem. [f’u sequence u of real numbers is such that,fiw euch k E N”, the sequence 
(u(nOk)-u(n)),,,, is unifiwm!,, distributed mod 1, then u is un{fiwm!,, distributed 
mod 1. 
Proof. The Weyl criterion (i.e. (x,,) is uniformly distributed if and only if 
lim, N-’ K- i,,- ,\ e(&) = 0 for all ,j f 0) implies that for each ,j E B”, the sequence 
c, : n --z e(ju,,) has a Walsh correlation equal to zero on N*. Thus its Walsh spectral 
measure is the Haar measure h, and z’, is pseudo-random in the sense of Walsh and 
has a mean equal to zero. We deduce the conclusion from the Weyl criterion. 0 
In the following proposition the notations are the same as in Theorem 1.1. 
Proposition. Let u he an element oj’n,. i\l Y,,, und yt(,,,, its correlation with respect 
to G,,,. 
(1) u belongs to the Wiener set of‘ sequences g of complex numbers, i.e. .such a g 
that the limit lim,v_, N ’ I,, ,v g(n + k)g( n) exists,for each integer k [2]. 
(2) The .sequence ( yiiY ,) ‘v, N converges pointwise to the restriction to N of the u.sual 
correlation I’” qf’ u. 
Proof. Let k be a natural number, let p be such that b,, > k and let N be an element 
of N written in base b,,: 
N=n,,+n,+...+n,bA, with n,< b,, for each it{l,. ., l}. 
Then, 
N~‘,,,~~u(n~,,i,k)u(n)-N~’ 1 u(n+k)u(n) 
I, IV 
s N ’ . 2kb;, In,< b,,’ . 2k. 
Hence N-‘C,, N u(n Oh,, k)u(n) converges uniformly to N-’ I,, ,% u(n+k)u(n) 
when p tends to i*3, which yields the existence of lim ,‘- \ IV ’ L- N u(n+k)u(n) 
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and the equality 
lim N-’ 1 u(n+k)u(n)=lim y;‘,,(k). Cl 
N-X n ‘: N p-xx’ 
Then we deduce our following theorem from Theorem 1.1. 
2.4. Theorem. Let u be an element of nNtrm .Y,,, and A yN I its spectral measure in d,,, 
The sequence ( Ph, . AyN ,),,~N converges weakly to the classical spectral measure .I” 
o.f u. 
3. Application to the q’-multiplicative sequences 
3.1. General case 
Our aim is now to show that each q’-multiplicative sequence belongs to Y‘, : Let 
q = (q,,, q,, . . .) and q’= (q:,, q;, . . .) be two sequences of natural numbers with 
q. = q{, = 1 and q, 3 2, q: 2 2 for i f 0. Let u be a q’-multiplicative sequence with 
IuI = 1. We know that u is in the Wiener space, and we will denote by I-” its usual 
correlation, and by ‘1” its usual spectral measure. 
Notations. (1) For each natural number t f 0, put D(t) = {n 0, t-n; n EN}. If 
t=t,,p,,+...+t,p,,withr,<...<r,,andt,r{l,..., q,+,-l},wehave 
D(t)={nO,t-n; n<p,+,} 
={.5,pr,+. . ‘+~,.p~ ; F,= t, or tr,-q,-+,, ViSc}, 
whence card D(t) = 2”“’ where c(t) is the number of nonzero digits of t in base q. 
(2) Suppose that t < pA, and let JJ be an element of D(t), y = F, pr, +. . . + ~,.p,, . 
Then {n EN; n 0, t = n +y} is a union of arithmetic progressions with difference pk. 
Let us denote D,(y)={n<p,;nO,t=n+y}. 
(3) If t E N”, t < ph, then for all large 1 we will denote HCF( pI, pi) = 6. 
3.1. Theorem. Let u be a q’-multiplicative sequence with (~1 = 1; then u is an element 
o.f SY‘, . 
Proof. To prove that u has a Walsh correlation, it is sufficient to prove, for each 
element t of N” and each element _V > 0, _r t D(t), the existence of the following limit: 
lim N-’ 1 u(n +lj)n(n), with t<pk and_r=bO,,t-b, 
N --tl ,,=h[pk ] 
n N 
as we then have 
lim N-’ 1 u(n@,t)u(n) 
N-x 
In the sequel, y will be an element of D(t), r > 0, with t < pk and b E D,( _r). 
(2) Consider the q’-multiplicative sequence u, defined by u,(n) = nr-. , u(e:( n)pL) 
where (4(n)),,,, is the sequence of the digits of n in base q’. We shall denote 
8, = HCF( pk, pi); for I large enough, 6, is constantly equal to 6 and in the following 
we will suppose 6, = 6. The sequence of numbers u,( n + y)u,( n) for which n = b[ pk] 
is periodic with periodicity pjS ‘. Hence, when N tends to +a?, 
N_’ 1 n,(n+.r)u,(n) 
II ry 
,1 = h [ ,,A ,
=W’E(p:‘(N-b)) E(pk’(N-b))m’ 
[ 
1 u,(n+y)u,(n) 
?I’ N -1 t1 h I ,‘A I 
converges to 8.p,‘. pi-’ L. p;.,51,h~,l) u,(n +y)ur(n). Let us denote uhh,l = 
cw ,&3=h[fi] u,(n +y)u,(n). We have 
lim C u,(n +JJ)ul(n) = ~PK’Pim’~hh.,. 
&‘+A- ,,‘N 
v=h[p& I 
(3) Given that y > 0, we also have 
N_’ 1 u,(n+y)u,(n)-N ’ C u(n+y)u(n) 
n’ N ,1 N 
“-hlph I “=hlpkl 
s2Nm’card{n<N; E(p;m’(n+y))>E(pjm’n)}sp; ‘.2y. 
In view of this estimation, we obtain that the following limits exist and are equal: 
lim N-’ c u(n+y)u(n) = lim 6p,‘p; ‘vh., 
N-1 t1 hi 1-x 
(1 h I I)+_ I 
and u has a Walsh correlation. 
(4) We can precise lim,... 6pK’pim’~h,,: Let H be a positive integer such that 
Hsl, Sip;, andp,<pA. The euclidian division of n by p;, gives 
P;%h,l 
‘Pi’ c u,(n+y)u,(n) 
,1- p; 
,,=R[fi] 
+ 
I -L u,((n + l)p;r)u,(npu)u,(r+~-p;,)u,(r) 
(I’,,)-\- r’ p;, -> 
= 
I -I 
PII c u(r+y)u(r) 
v-/J,??, 
I crJ;,lk\, 
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But 
lim pj-’ 1 
I-UC ~-~P;P,‘, 
, u,((n + l)P;IhzGa 
= lim pi-’ y;,+,-_ no (p;,, IP; u~(p’,)=~‘,-‘U(~4)~ c 1-x 
Finally, we obtain the following expression with only finite sums: 
lim N-’ c u(n+,v)u(n) 
N-x nc N 
,,=h[Z] 
zz pi’pps 
[ 
C u(r+.v)u(r)+ , C u(r+y-pL)u(pd)u(r) . q 
r ‘ p,‘, I’ P,,-J,- r*p;, -1 
r--h[S] r--h[i?] 
3.2. Case qf the q-multiplicative sequences (q = q’) 
Let u be a q-multiplicative sequence such that IuI= 1. We know that u belongs 
to Yq ; in this case y” has a simpler expression: Let t and K be two natural numbers 
such that t <pK. The sequence (u(nO t)u(n)),,N is periodic with periodicity pK, 
and we have 
yU(t)=pK’ 2 u(nOt)u(n). 
n- I’h 
More generally, if a is a natural number such that a < qK+, , then 
Y”(t+~PK)=P,:, C u(n@(t+a))u(n) 
JICPh 
=pK’qk:, 1 (u(nO(t+ap,))u(n)+. . . 
12‘ Ph 
= V(t) l 9K’+, c u(nPf&iP,)u(iPA 
Thus we have 
3.2. Theorem. 
\ 1% Yhfl / 
proved the following theorem. 
(1) Let u be a q-multiplicative sequence such that IuI = 1. Its Walsh 
correlation is the q-multiplicative sequence dejined by 
Y”(aPK I= 9K’+, C u((aO i)pK )u(itk 1 
for each integer K and a with a < qK+, . 
(2) !f we denote pn,,, = y”(apk ), the Walsh .spectral measure A” of’u is the in,$nite 
convolution product: 
uhere EL is the element of 6’, dejined by 
F:(n) = 
j if’n = k, 
0 [fnfk. 
Denote 
and assume that sup q,, <too. Then from Theorem 3.2 and [l] we get 
(a) if Ck (1 --ax,. yi,, 11:“) converges, then A” is discrete; 
(b) in the other case, either there exists an integer k such that Cn r:,h converges 
and p is absolutely continuous with respect to the Haar measure h of 6(, (and 
p E L’(h)), or p is singular continuous. 
3.3. Example. u(n) = e(ncu), where cy E 55, and q = (1, q, q, . .). u is q-multiplicative 
and its Walsh correlation is given by 
POJ = q -’ 1 u((aOi)qk)u(iqh) 
1 1, 
=q~‘[(q-a)u(aq“)+~u((q-~)q”)l. 
Denote [ = e( 4-l). With the previous notations, we have 
,h,_ [q-' sin ‘(q-‘n,j-rq”cu) sin(nq”+‘cu)]’ 
II, - 
{ 
if <’ # e( Lyq“), 
1 if q’a=q ‘jmod I. 
Denote E, = {x E Q; 3k E N, xq“ E Z}; in the case N E? E,, we are going to study 
series 
T [ 1 -sin’(nqh+‘a)q m2(mi; sin’(q ‘,i-mqha)) ‘1. 
Put ~=~,,q~‘+~,q~2+‘.‘+~I,+,q~A~~+“.(~]0,1[)r ,!&==k,,q ‘+o,,,$j 
. . . (E IO, q-‘[ because N EY E,,), and 
Ah =sin’(nq”‘cu)q ‘(min, <,sin’(q ‘Tj-rq’cy))-‘. 
AL t {q-’ sin~‘7rPk sin’nqflI,, q ‘sin ‘(nqmm’-~Fk) sin’nqp~}. 
the 
3 + 
For infinitely many k (for which No # q - 1 or PI s 2 “), A,, can be written as 
4 -‘sin ’ .Y sin’ qx with x E IO, $‘=I. Let N,, be the set of these values of k. The 
function f’: x E IO, kq-‘“] + 4-l sin’ x sin’ qx decreases from 1 to q ’ sin-‘(iq-‘r). 
The general term of the studied series tends to 0, i.e. A,, tends to 1 only if 
VF>O, ~KEN, Vk> K, krh’,,, &~]0,~[u]q-‘-~,q ‘[. (*) 
Let f,<qm2 and K, such that (*) holds (q-‘-F, > qm’(q- 1)). Let kct N,,, k> 
K, ; PA E 10, q -‘[ u ]qm2( q - l), qP’[, whence (Ye+, E {0, q - 1). Therefore, if A,, tends 
to 1, for k > k,,, aI, E (0, q - 1). Taking into account that cy P E,, there is an infinity 
of positive integers k for which N~+, = 0 and cyA+? = q - 1. We get qm3(q - 1) < pL < 
-2 
q ? whence a contradiction with lim A,, = limf(n PI) = 1. Thus, the series 
considered diverges. 
In the case where cy $ E,, we can easily check that rh does not tend to 0. 
Consequently, 
(a) on the assumption that cy E E, = {x E Q; 3k EN, xq” r Z} for k > k,,, all the 
II)“’ are equal to zero, and we find that 
is discrete, its support being a finite set of elements of G, with only a finite number 
of nonzero coordinates; 
(b) if a P E,, A” is continuous and singular. 
3.4. Example (Van der Corput sequence). Let n = C d,( n)q’ be a natural number 
written in a constant base q = (1, q, q, . .). We denote u’,“’ =CA -,, d,( n)q-“+I’. The 
sequence u(n) = e(ucY’(n)) is q-multiplicative. By making a computation as in the 
Example 3.3, we obtain 
p~,,r=q~‘[(q-a)e(aq~‘h+“)+ae((u-qh+’)q~’”+”)], 
niL,= (q-‘sinq-‘?rssin ‘(q-‘nj-q ’ IT))’ if(k,j)#(O,l), 
1 1 if (k, j) = (0, 1). 
The series II, .(, (1 --ax,. ‘I qm2 sin’ q ‘T sin~‘(q- ‘nj- q-‘-‘n)) converges and A” 
is discrete. 
3.5. Example. u(n) =e(ps,(n)), where p ER and s,(n) is the sum of the digits of 
n in the constant base q. We get 
qh’ = 
qm2 sin’qvp sin~‘(q-‘Tj-mP) if e(P) # <‘, 
1 ifp-q ‘jmodl. 
pa,k and lljh’ do not depend on k. We obtain 
(a) if 3j,,~ (0, . . . , q - 1) such that /3 = q ‘j,,, then A” = 6( jo, j,,, . . .); 
(b) in the other case, either q = 2 and /3 = i mod :, and h L( is absolutely continuous, 
or A” is singular continuous. 
3.3. Case qf the q’-multiplicative sequences with (q:, qi) = 1, .for each i and j. 
Proposition. Let u be a q’-multiplicative sequence with constant modulus equal to 1, 
and such that (q,, qi) = 1 ,for any integers i and j. The Walsh correlation of u with 
respect to G, is given by> 
y”(t) = p;’ 1 card D,( y)r”( y) (with t <pk), 
Vil>ll’ 
where r” is the ordinary correlation qf u. 
Proof. It follows from the general expression of y” and from 
!im pi- ‘oh,, = L‘“(y) (cf. proof of Theorem 3.1). 0 
Corollary. Let u be a q’-multiplicative sequence with constant modulus equal to 1, 
and such that (qi, q:) = 1 ,fbr any integers i and j. !f u is pseudo-random, u is 
pseudo-random in the Sense qf Walsh. 
Proof 
= Ir’“(o)l+ c Ir”(.v)I 
I- I’ 1’1 
x ( ,c,, Pr 
’ card D,(y) + 1 p:’ card 0,(-y) 
, c IX’,, 
1’ ,‘A > 
-,i I>(11 
= I~‘“~0)l-t ,_ ; ,‘, Ir’“(Y)l(,,’ 5 ) pL’+ ,,‘ ; pI PI ‘) 
~lL‘“(O)I-t2 ,_ F ,i Ir”(Y)l 
‘, 
since t <pk, and y E D(t) if there is a positive integer n in D,(y) such that t@ n = 
y+ n <pk. The computations are the same for -y (Ir”(y)] = ]I’“(-y)]). 
From the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality we get 
PI’ c i+‘(t)1 S-2 p:’ c IL‘“(y)l’ I’?, 
1’ Ph ( I- PI > 
which tends to 0 when k tends to +a. Hence, 
lim W’ C IY(t)l’=O. 
N-r I. N 
Theorem 2.2 yields the conclusion. 0 
If the ordinary spectral measure of u is discrete, its support is a translation of 
the subgroup Uh generated by the p;-’ mod 1, denoted cy +U,,: .l” =I,‘=,, ckScr+,, 
where {x,, ; k EN} c T,,, Q E [0, l] and I;*_,, cI, = 1. 
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3.6. Theorem. Let u be a q’-multiplicative sequence with constant modulus equal to 
1, and such that (q,, q:) = 1 for any integers i and j. If the spectral measure of u is a 
discrete measure ‘4” = CT_,, ck8,r+ri where {x~ ; k E N} c IT,,, and c, E [0, 11, I’:;‘;, C~ = 
1, then its Walsh spectral measure is A ” = 1 c,~, where pLk is the Walsh spectral measure 
of the sequence n+e(n(cu+x,)). 
Proof. If 1 <pk, 
y(t) = PC’ C card D,(Y)~“(Y) 
,,t ,1,t, 
= c ch ’ cat-d D,(Y) e(y(a +xk)) = C ckYk(t) 
I, ;-0 A,, pL h -0 
where yI, denotes the Walsh correlation of the sequence n + e( n(a +x~;)). 0 
Example. If q and q’ are two integers 32 such that (q, q’) = 1, and if u is a 
q’-multiplicative sequence such that Iu] = 1, we have 
(a) if A”({x}) = 0, for each element x of E,, the Walsh spectral measure of u is 
continuous. 
(b) if A”({~Y}) = c> 0 the Walsh spectra1 measure of u is cp + (1 - c)~ where p 
is a discrete measure on a finite subset of elements of 6’, with a finite number of 
nonzero coordinates and p”’ is continuous. 
Remarks. (1) The corollary is untrue in the genera1 case (cf. examples with q = q’). 
(2) The reciprocal of the corollary is false (in the case q = 2 and q’ odd, we can 
have .I” discrete with A”({x}) = 0 for each element x of E,; then A” is continuous 
singular: take for instance u(n) = e(pn) with p E E2). 
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